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- I. BACKGROUND

At the second United Nations Regional Cartographic Conference for

Africa in 1966 the following resolution was passed:

No. 8 Geodetic Satellite

The Conference,

Recognising

(a) The need for a common geodetic datum throughout Africa.

(b) The fact that connexions have not been made between the various

geodetic networks now existing in Africa.

(c) The potential benefits that can be obtained-from satellite
observations in establishing a common geodetic.datum over vast

-areas, and connecting separate geodetic networks;

(d) The scientific value of geodetic satellite programmes for use in
determining the true size and shape of the earth, and .

Noting that geodetic operations using satellites have already

been carried out by a certain number of countries,
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Recommends ■■

1. That African countries encourage and support the use of satellites

1 for geodetic observations aimed at establishing a common geodetic datum

for Africa and ' . |.

2. That countries participating in making geodetic ties between

geodetic satellite observation stations and their looal control

authorise release of the resultant data to the international scien

tific community for.the determination of ,the true size.and shape of

the earth. :i
ii

In the six years since that resolution was written there .have been

important developments.in satellite geodesy, and results of geodetic

accuracy have been obtained.

, II. RESULTS OBTAINED BY SATELLITE GEODESY ;i . .

Many countries have cooperated in international projects'and obser

vations have been made from stations in countries all round the earth. Much

data has been collected and only a proportion of it has so fair been reduced.

From all the work that has been done two examples are chosen as evidence"

of the successful application of artificial satellites to geodesy;..;. . .

(a) Results in Europe

There are now nine stations in Europe that have taken part in

four or more independent observing programmes. A comparison of the

results shows that they are interlinked to an accuracy of 10 metres

or better. Continued observations will improve that figure to 5 metres,

(b) The United States World Geometric Satellite Trianguiation Network

BC4 Cameras were used to observe this network and the fieldwork

':- ■is complete. Many countries cooperated, there are 45 stations in the

main net, and 4 of them are in Africa: Addis Ababa," Port;; Lamy, Dakar

and Johannesburg. Five scale lines were measured on four;. continents;

■ that in Africa, from Fort Laray to Dakar, -is part of the :survey of the
12th -'Parallel. The full results are not yet available but sufficient

data has been processed to indicate an accuracy of better than 10 metres

■ ' in all three position components. ■ :
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III. METHODS

* (a) Optical

' This method requires a satellite to bo photographed from two'or more

stations simultaneously against a background of stars. The satollite may be

a passive balloon such as Pageos, illuminated by the sun; or it may be a

flashing satellite suoh as Geos. Ey measuring the position of the satellite

on the photographic plate in relation to the images of selected stars, the

direction from the. camera to the satellite can be calculated. The system

therefore yields directions and when scale is provided by-lines measured .

on the ground, a precise geometrio framework: is achieved.

The method will continue to be used because it is the only one so far

developed that provides orientation. With sufficiently powerful cameras and

accurate timing of the passive satellites its success is proved,, but it has

disadvantages:

It requires good weather simultaneously at widely separated sites.

Plate measurement is laborious and small errors are .hard to exolude

The use of the optical method is likely to decline in future with the

development of other methods.

(>) Laser

The Laser method obtains a succession of ranges to a satellite as it

passes, by timing pulses.of light, from th« laser to a corner reflector on

the satellite" and baok to the observing station.

The accuracy of satellite laser ranging systems is continually being

improved. Repeatability of 30 cms has been aohieved and by 1974 precision of

10 oms is confidently expected.

The laser method promises great accuracy and is a system for the future.

It will be used in conjunction with cameras using the optical method to

obtain direction. Lasers require clear weather but the computation of range

is relatively simple. Very acourate predictions of the satellite's position

are needed.

(o) Doppler

This is a radio method in which the satellite transmits on two set

frequencies. The ground station' counts these frequencies which are distorted

by the movement of the satellite relative to the receiver. The. frequencies

are increased as the satellite approaohes and decreased as it "recedes. The

orbital parameters of the satellite are preoisely known by means of some

18 traoking stations spread round the earth. An assumed station position is
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used and the actual frequency shifts obtained are compared with those that

would have occurred had the assumed position been right. From; the comparison

the station computer derives the true position. ; ..

For reasons that follow in later paragraphs the Doppler iraethod is

considered to. be of the greatest importance to land surveyors, and further

details of it are given in Annex I to. this paper. At this sta'ge. therefore
all that, will be said is that the.method provides an all-weather system of

position fixing in relation to the earth's centre of mass accurate to better

than 10 metres for each of the three coordinates, that thorough testing

indicates, that a claim of .better than 5 metres would be justifiable and

that to obtain these results a station need only be occupied «for two or

three weeks,

. IV; AIMS-OF SATELLITE GEODESY ON THE CONTINENT OF AFRICA . .

(a) One aim stated in the resolution quoted in the first paragraph of this

paper is to establish a common geodetic datum for Africa; this aim is

within sight of achievement. The United States World Geometric Satellite

Triangulation Network will provide four points in Africa coordinated in

the World Network.

These four points can be reoccupied with Doppler stations to obtain

their coordinates in terms of the earth's centre of mass.
f

Further points throughout Africa can then be coordinated by the Doppler-

method to an accuracy better than 10 metres. These further points can be

sited first on stations of existing geodetic frameworks to bring these

frameworks on to a common system for all" Africa, and later additional points

can be added in areas not yet covered by conventional geodetic nets.

(b). The seoond aim that needs to be defined is that of the accuracy needed.

Implied in para 4a above is the thought that for cartographic purposes

in Africa a number of points distributed over the continent, all related to

the earth's centre of mass to within 10 metres in each coordinate, is what

is required. ■

Greater accuracy will be attainable by a combined use of the optical

and laser methods and it will be of scientific interest and essential to the

study of geodynamics. The movement of rifts suoh as those ini'North East

Ethiopia can be measured on the ground, but the movement of major tectonic

plates, such as for example between the continents of Africa <and India, can

only be discovered in a reasonable time span by measurements^accurate to

better than' JO cms. The movements may only amount to 2 cms per year.
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But geodynamics is a subject apart from cartography. 30 cms cannot be

plotted on a topographic map. If first order points 500km apart are

established over Africa with errors of 5 metres using the Doppler method,

an accuracy of 1 part in 100,000 is still achieved. Why then should Land

Survey Departments go to the added expense of optical and laser systems in
pursuit of an accuracy they do not need?

The definition of the accuracy required for points at 500km spacing

fixed from artificial satellites is therefore proposed as 5 metres in each

coordinate related to the earth's centre of mass. It is attainable by the
Doppler method.

V. UNITED KINGDOM EXPERIENCE IN SATELLITE GEODESY

Since I966 land surveyors from the United Kingdom have taken part in

projects using the Optical and the Doppler methods. The cameras now used

for optical observations are static. Laser tracking, though projected, has
not yet been undertaken,

'Doppler is a mobile method. The United Kingdom has already approached

two countries in Africa offering to make Doppler observations on stations

of their primary geodetio networks with the object of relating those networks

to the earth's centre of mass and so to each other. (Doppler does not yield

Azimuth and astronomical observations for Azimuth will still be necessary).

VI. SUMMARY

This paper puts forward the view that for land survey and cartographic

purposes in Africa the expense of setting up accurate optical and laser

satellite tracking stations is not justified. The Doppler system offers
sufficient accuracy at less cost.

The United Kingdom hopes to undertake Doppler observations in 1972

in Africa and will be pleased to cooperate with any African country

interested in extending these observations with the eventual object of

establishing a common geodetic system for all of Africa accurate to better
than 10 metres in position and height.
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Annex

MJRTHER INFORMATION ON THE DOPPLER METHOD OF POSITION FIXING
j . ■ ...

1. Satellites and Data Acquisition

Four suitable Transit satellites 'are always maintained in orbit by

the USA,- there vzill be five when one: .of the four is about to degenerate,

1 A typical orbit is circular and polar, or nearly so5 at an altitude of

about 1100 kms. This gives a period of about 108 minutes .or 26 half orbits

in 24 hours.

Generally 6 orbits of a particular satellite are visible per day from

any one station though 2 of them may have to be rejected for being too low

or too high in elevation; between 20 and 70° is best. .

In terms of track, acceptable passes are from satellites whose track

is greater than 140 n.miles but less than 1240 n. miles to either side of

the observer.

The receiving equipment detects the incoming satellite message, extracts

the information (time and orbital data), measures the doppler shift, and sends

the information to the computer for the computation of the fix. There are two

alternative pairs of signals, at 15O/4OO MHz and 162/324 MHz. The doppler
effect is directly proportional to the transmitted frequency and so is greater

on the higher frequency signal and is measured1 from it. Refraction effects

are inversely proportional to the transmitted frequency and are measured on

the lower frequency signal.

The message information is essentially repeated every 2 minutes

throughout a pass which may last 16 minutes. The processing unit evaluates

the quality of the computed position by comparison of residuals and rejects

any results that are outside acceptable limits.

2. Method of Use

There are two main ways of observing;

(a) Using one receiver to make an isolated fix based on 40 satellite passes.

(b) The translocation mode. In this method one receiver is held fixed on

a known point, observing simultaneously with a second receiver on an

unknown point.

Method b is preferred.

3. Computation of Results

Accurate results depend absolutely on knowing the exact position of the

satellite throughout the observations. To achieve this each satelli-te is

tracked during its orbit by 18 tracking stations located round the earth.

The tracking data is sent to a Computing Center in the USA.
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.,The satellite, message received during observation may contain small *

errors because '"the' satellite may have deviated from its predicted orbit.

Suoh errors are detected by the next tracking station and corrections can <-

be applied to the orbit to give the true orbital values during the obser

vations. Without these corrections only navigational accuracy (- 200 metres)

can be expected. Geodetic computations are carried out at a Computing Centor

in the USA to which the data tapes obtained are sent. The Computing Center

can also provide the necessary satellite predictions.

4. Equipment . '■

A recommended Doppler"receiver is the GEOCEIVER marketed by:

S G Brown Ltd . ,. ' ■!.-'..
Greycains Road . . ' ; ...

Watford TO2 4X1J ' '
England., , ■ . :

Cables: Sidbrbwnix Watford '• . ' ''

Telex : 23408

Telephones Watford 27241 ."


